A New Type Bionic Foldable Wing Design for High Maneuverable Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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Abstract: With the improvement of aircraft requirements in civil and military fields, aircraft are developing towards the direction of high efficiency and multi-mission. Foldable wing aircraft with large deformation capability will be able to meet flight requirements and performance under different conditions. Based on the bionic design concept, a feather-like foldable morphing wing based on a multi-link mechanism from the flight characteristics of birds was designed. In order to validate the feasibility of the proposed morphing wing conception, a UAV with bionic foldable wings was fabricated. The aerodynamic performance of the prototype model was tested under different working conditions by wind tunnel test and flight test. The simulation and wind tunnel experimental test showed that the prototype has excellent longitudinal and transverse directional aerodynamics. When the wing is symmetrically morphing, the optimal lift-to-drag ratio can be maintained under different flow velocities. When the wing is asymmetrically morphing, it can replace the aileron to achieve an efficient roll maneuver.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the requirements for aircraft performance in long-distance transportation and medical disaster relief have been continuously improved, and UAV technology has also developed rapidly. Aircraft are developing towards intelligence, high efficiency, and multitasking [1–4]. In most cases, flight environment parameters are changing continuously. Fixed-wing aircraft can only achieve the optimal aerodynamic performance at one design point, and the performance is poor in other cases. There are bottlenecks in improving flight performance and multi-mission adaptability [5–7]. In this case, traditional fixed-wing aircraft cannot meet the application requirements gradually. Morphing wing aircraft, which can adapt to different environmental conditions and achieve optimal flight performance, have attracted increasing attention and research [8,9].

In the past decade, the theoretical research of folding wings has attracted significant attention from scholars and experts in the aerospace field. In 2012, Gu Xin established a multi-body simulation model of a flexible folding wing to analyze the longitudinal stability during flight. She modeled and analyzed the substructures of the folded wing, obtained the modal information, and used the subsonic dipole grid method for CFD calculation. The unsteady aerodynamic force was obtained from the modal information, and the coupling calculation of CFD and CSD was realized by Adams. The results showed that it is more appropriate for the folding wing to move according to the cosine rule during flight [10]. In 2017, Josh proposed an experimental study using the folding wing tip as the wing tip of a small UAV and conducted static (longitudinal and transverse) and dynamic (longitudinal) wind tunnel tests [11]. The results showed that the folding wing tip was effective in controlling...
lateral and longitudinal stability, especially in the case of large dynamic pressure and angle of attack. In 2020, Jin Lei studied the multi rigid body dynamic modeling and morphing stability control of two folded wing aircraft, established the multi-dynamic model of folded wing aircraft by the Kane method, and calculated the aerodynamic parameters at different folding angles. The longitudinal dynamic characteristics of the aircraft are understood, and a stability control method based on active disturbance rejection theory was proposed to solve the problems of time-varying and nonlinear parameters in the morphing process [12].

With the continuous updating of theory, the design of the folding wing prototype has continued. Among the folding wing prototypes, the most famous is Lockheed Martin’s “Z-type” blended wing body aircraft, as shown in Figure 1a. The aircraft was announced in 2004 and can achieve 200% wing area change. It is the first aircraft to use folding wings to expand aircraft design space and related flight envelope [13]. Through the numerical simulation of the flow field, it was found that the wing tip direction of wing body fusion morphing wing aircraft affects the flow field structure, the airfoil affects all aerodynamic characteristics, and the aspect ratio affects the induced drag and total drag to a great extent [14]. In the wind tunnel experiment, it was found that the folding structure will produce gaps, which will have a great impact on the local aerodynamic force, and even cause flutter, so that the aircraft cannot fly stably. In 2010, the ASN-213 folding wing UAV model launched by the technology company Aisheng attracted a lot of attention at the Zhuhai Air Show, as shown in Figure 1b. However, this folding is difficult to ensure excellent flight attitude, and there will be gaps between hinges, which will affect flight stability. In 2017, Professor Siddall Robert designed an aircraft that could perform tasks in the air and water—“aqua-mav” [15], as shown in Figure 1c. It uses a pair of foldable wings to enter the water, contracts the wings when approaching the water surface, and greatly reduces the resistance of entering the water and sailing on the water. The research team studied the performance of the aircraft in wind tunnel and water tunnel experiments. The results showed that the deployed wing performs well in cruise. However, its ability to generate thrust underwater by using its air propeller is limited, so the underwater working is still very inefficient. In 2019, Zhengyang LV designed a morphing wing mechanism based on the truss structure. The mechanism uses several local small folding elements to realize the morphing of the overall wing [16]. In addition, he also designed and manufactured a prototype of the folding structure, analyzed its morphing law, and studied its static and dynamic characteristics. However, the morphing structure is not installed on the aircraft for flight tests.

![Figure 1. Several foldable morphing wing aircraft. (a) “Z-type” aircraft; (b) “ASN-213”; (c) AquaMAV.](image-url)

By analyzing the above theory and manufacturing situation, it can be found that folding wing aircraft is technically difficult and has many challenges. Therefore, it is necessary to continue to study the folding wing. As we all know, birds are the prototype of human-designed aircraft, and their wings are flexible folding wings. Birds can adapt to the complex environment by changing the shape of their wings during flight. They can not only fly slowly and save physical strength but also dive at high speed to catch prey and move quickly in the jungle [17]. It can be found that birds can realize a more stable straight-line flight when the left and right wings are symmetrical; when the left and right wings are asymmetrically deployed, birds can roll quickly. In this paper, the bird feather folding
mechanism for such high maneuverable morphing modes was studied. A new foldable morphing wing concept and bionic wing structure were proposed. Then, a bionic UAV prototype with the new foldable wing type was designed and fabricated. Through the wind tunnel test and the flight test, the design of the morphing wing UAV inspired by the bird feather folding mechanism met expectations, which lays the foundation for further research of such high maneuverable UAV with the proposed bird feather-like morphing wing.

2. Preliminary Design of the Folding Wing Structure

Folding wing structure is a typical multi-body system, which involves the motion of multiple parts and joints. Through multi-body dynamic modeling, its motion form can be observed and force characteristics can be analyzed. Therefore, it is important to study the multi-body kinematics before the structural design of folding wings [18,19]. The Newton–Euler modeling method will be used to derive the dynamics formula of the foldable wing mechanism and the virtual prototype of the structure and dynamics simulation will be completed.

2.1. Dynamics Model of Fold-Wing Aircraft

2.1.1. Coordinate System Establishment

In the analysis of aircraft dynamics, traditional 6-DOF aircraft dynamics modeling is commonly used. However, foldable wing aircraft is a multi-body system with spatial changes, and the dynamics equation needs to be derived again [20]. When the commonly prescribed Ox_iy_iz_i coordinate system was used as the ground coordinate system, the z_i axis was perpendicular to the center of the Earth, and the x_i and y_i axes were in line with the righthand coordinate system in the horizontal plane. Ox_by_bz_b is taken as the body coordinate system, in which x_b axis is toward the nose, y_b axis is toward the right of the body, and z_b axis is toward the bottom of the body. As the wing folding angle changes and moves in space, the system will generate additional forces and additional torques.

In this paper, the origin of the fuselage coordinate system is chosen as the center of mass of the fuselage, which can avoid the extra additional moment term in the equation and the constant change in the coordinate system caused by the change in the center of mass in the process of wing folding, making the modeling more intuitive and concise. The mass of the foldable wing is concentrated at its center of mass. As shown in Figure 2, r_o is the vector from the ground coordinate system to the body’s center of mass. \( \mathbf{\rho}_f \) is the vector from the origin of the body’s center of mass to the center of mass of the foldable wing. Subscript f indicates the fuselage, subscript 1 indicates the left foldable wing, and subscript 2 indicates the right foldable wing. \( \mathbf{R}_i \) is the vector from the origin of the ground coordinate system to the center of mass of the folded wing.

![Figure 2. Coordinate system diagram.](image-url)
The vector relationship between the fuselage and the wing is seen in Equation (1).

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{v}_0 &= \mathbf{v}_f = \frac{d\mathbf{r}}{dt} \\
\mathbf{v}_{p_i} &= \frac{d\mathbf{p}_i}{dt} = \frac{d\mathbf{r}_i}{dt} - \frac{d\mathbf{r}_f}{dt} = \mathbf{v}_i - \mathbf{v}_o
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

2.1.2. Translational Dynamics

The momentum theorems for the remaining part of the aircraft and two foldable wings, respectively, are shown in Equation (2):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{F}_{af} + \mathbf{F}_{lf} + \mathbf{F}_{2f} + \mathbf{G}_f + \mathbf{T} &= m_i \frac{d\mathbf{v}_f}{dt} \\
\mathbf{F}_{a1} + \mathbf{F}_{f1} + \mathbf{G}_1 &= m_i \frac{d\mathbf{v}_1}{dt} \\
\mathbf{F}_{a2} + \mathbf{F}_{f2} + \mathbf{G}_2 &= m_i \frac{d\mathbf{v}_2}{dt}
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

\( \mathbf{F}_{af} \)—aerodynamic force on the remaining part of the aircraft; \( \mathbf{F}_{f1} \)—the force exerted by the left foldable wing on the rest of the aircraft; \( \mathbf{G}_1 \)—gravity of the left folding wing; \( \mathbf{T} \)—engine thrust, etc. By combining Equations (1) and (2), we obtain Equation (3):

\[
\mathbf{F}_s + \mathbf{G} + \mathbf{T} = m \frac{d\mathbf{v}_0}{dt} + \sum_{i=1}^{2} m_i \frac{d\mathbf{v}_{p_i}}{dt}
\]

(3)

\( m \)—total mass; \( \mathbf{G} \)—total gravity.

Compared with the traditional 6-DOF equation, the additional force \( \Delta \mathbf{F} \) caused by wing folding is added in this equation, as shown in Equation (4):

\[
\mathbf{F}_s + \mathbf{G} + \mathbf{T} = m \left( \frac{d\mathbf{v}_0}{dt} \right)_b + \omega \times \mathbf{v}_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{2} m_i \left[ \frac{d^2 \mathbf{p}_i}{dt^2} + 2\omega \times \frac{d\mathbf{p}_i}{dt} + \frac{d\omega}{dt} \times \mathbf{p}_i + \omega \times (\omega \times \mathbf{p}_i) \right]
\]

(4)

If the thrust of the engine is only in the \( x_i \) direction, there is no component force in other directions. The expression of the combined external force acting on the system in the coordinate system \( O\hat{x}_i\hat{y}_i\hat{z}_i \) is:

\[
\mathbf{F}_a + \mathbf{G} + \mathbf{T} = \begin{bmatrix} T - mg \sin \theta - D \cos \alpha \cos \beta - Y \cos a \sin \beta + L \sin \alpha \\ mg \cos \theta \sin \phi - D \sin \beta + Y \cos \beta \\ mg \cos \theta \cos \phi - D \sin \alpha \cos \beta - Y \sin \alpha \sin \beta - L \cos a \end{bmatrix}
\]

(5)

\( D \)—resistance; \( Y \)—lateral force; \( L \)—lift; \( \alpha \)—angle of attack; \( \beta \)—sideslip angle.

2.1.3. Rotational Dynamics

For the \( i \)-th wing, Equation (6) can be obtained according to the definition of moment of momentum:

\[
\mathbf{H}_i = \rho_i \times \sum \delta m_i \left( \mathbf{v}_0 + \frac{d\mathbf{p}_i}{dt} \right)
\]

(6)

Take the derivative of both sides and obtain Equation (7):

\[
\frac{d\mathbf{H}_i}{dt} = \frac{d\mathbf{p}_i}{dt} \times \sum \delta m_i \mathbf{v}_0 + \rho_i \times \sum \delta m_i \frac{d\mathbf{v}_0}{dt} + \rho_i \times \sum \delta m_i \frac{d^2 \mathbf{p}_i}{dt^2}
\]

(7)

\[
\frac{d\mathbf{H}_i}{dt} = \sum \delta m_i \rho_i \times \frac{d\mathbf{v}_i}{dt} + \sum \delta m_i \frac{d\mathbf{p}_i}{dt} \times \mathbf{v}_i = \mathbf{M}_{oi} + \sum \delta m_i \frac{d\mathbf{p}_i}{dt} \times \mathbf{v}_i = \mathbf{M}_{oi} + m_i \frac{d\mathbf{p}_i}{dt} \times \mathbf{v}_o
\]

(8)

\( \mathbf{M}_{oi} \)—the external torque generated by the external force acting on the \( i \)-th folding wing on the origin of the coordinate system.

\[
\mathbf{M}_{oi} = m_i \rho_i \times \frac{d\mathbf{v}_o}{dt} + m_i \rho_i \times \frac{d^2 \mathbf{p}_i}{dt^2}
\]

(9)
According to the above equation, write Equation (10) for each rigid body:

\[
\begin{align*}
M_{af} + M_{1f} + M_{2f} &= \frac{dH_f}{dt} \\
M_{a1} + M_{G1} + M_{f1} &= m_1 \rho_1 \times \frac{dv_1}{dt} + m_1 \rho_1 \times \frac{d^2 \rho_1}{dt^2} \\
M_{a2} + M_{G2} + M_{f2} &= m_2 \rho_2 \times \frac{dv_2}{dt} + m_2 \rho_2 \times \frac{d^2 \rho_2}{dt^2}
\end{align*}
\]  

(10)

The above equations are collated to obtain Equation (11):

\[
M_3 + \sum_{i=1}^{2} \rho_i \times m_3 g - \sum_{i=1}^{2} \left( m_i \rho_i \times \frac{dv_i}{dt} + m_i \rho_i \times \frac{d^2 \rho_i}{dt^2} \right) = \frac{dH_f}{dt}
\]  

(11)

The aerodynamic torque applied to the aircraft is the left part of Equation (11) minus \(M_a\), \(M_a = [M_x, M_y, M_z]^T\). What is left is the additional moment \(\Delta M\). In the formula, \(M_x\), \(M_y\), and \(M_z\) are rolling moments, pitching moments, and yawing moments, respectively.

Equations (4) and (11) are the dynamics models of foldable wing aircraft. The aircraft is the same as the aircraft with a conventional layout in the case of a symmetrical wing, and the added torque is zero.

When the morphing wing moves asymmetrically, wing folding will increase the additional force \(\Delta F\) and torque \(\Delta M\). The generation of force \(\Delta F\) and moment \(\Delta M\) is related to changes in the center of mass and moment of inertia.

2.2. Multi-Link Structure Scheme

The design objectives of the folding wing prototype are as follows: (1) The folding rate in the wingspan direction is not less than 20%; (2) the chord length is about 20 cm; (3) expansion time \(t \leq 2\) s; (4) single degree of freedom; (5) steering gear drive; (6) impact force \(F \leq 50\) N.

There are a lot of morphing structures such as piezoelectric ceramics, memory alloys, inflatable structures, etc. However, the pure mechanical structure has the advantages with large morphing, simple transmission, and manufacture which is more suitable for folding wings. Therefore, for the structural design of folding wings with large morphing, it is still the most effective way to design the morphing mechanism by using a multi-body system [21,22].

Connecting the rod mechanism is a mechanical structure that connects components together by a rotating pair or moving pair. Connecting rod driving can produce large displacement changes, reliable transmission, and is easy to determine the degree of freedom. This folding wing requires a single degree of freedom so that the four-bar mechanism is very suitable for the single degree of freedom drive. According to the length of the rod, it can be divided into: double crank mechanism, crank rocker mechanism, double rocker mechanism, and different types of mechanisms with different characteristics. As for the four-bar structure in Figure 3, where \(l_1\) is the active rod and \(l_4\) is the frame, Equation (12) can be obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{l}_1 + \vec{l}_2 + \vec{l}_3 + \vec{l}_4 &= \vec{0} \\
l_1 \sin \theta_1 + l_2 \sin \theta_2 &= l_3 \sin \theta_3 \\
l_1 \cos \theta_1 + l_2 \cos \theta_2 &= l_3 \cos \theta_3 + l_4
\end{align*}
\]  

(12)

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the four-bar structure.
Equations (13) and (14) can be obtained by solving the above equations, and the speed of both can be obtained by deriving the time, as shown in Equation (15):

$$\theta_2 = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{l_3 \cos \theta_3 + l_4 - l_1 \cos \theta_1}{l_2}\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$\begin{align*}
\theta_3 &= \cos^{-1}\left\{ \frac{l_2^2 + 2l_1l_4 \cos \theta_1 - l_1^2 + 3^2 + l_4^2}{l_2^2 + 2l_1l_4 \cos \theta_1 - l_1^2 + 3^2 + l_4^2} \pm \frac{l_1 \sin \theta_1 \sqrt{1 - \frac{1}{(l_4 - l_1 \cos \theta_1)^2}}}{l_4 - l_1 \cos \theta_1} \right\} \\
&+ \left[ \frac{l_1 \sin \theta_1}{l_4 - l_1 \cos \theta_1} \right]^2
\end{align*}$$ \hspace{1cm} (14)

The angular velocity $\omega_2$, $\omega_3$ can be obtained by deriving the time:

$$\begin{align*}
\omega_2 &= -l_1 \omega_1 \sin \frac{\theta_1 - \theta_2}{l_2 \sin (\theta_1 - \theta_2)} \\
\omega_3 &= -l_1 \omega_1 \sin \frac{\theta_1 - \theta_2}{l_1 \sin (\theta_1 - \theta_2)}
\end{align*}$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)

The four-bar mechanism and its derivative multi-bar mechanism are powerful and varied in form. After determining the length of the connecting rod, the angle and folding length of the wing are used as parameters to design the multi-link folding structure.

2.3. Bionic Folding Wing Layout Design

2.3.1. Research on Bionic Folding Wing Layout

Birds have excellent flight ability. The study of the flight structure of birds can provide guidance for the design of folding wing structures. As shown in Figure 4, the wings of birds are composed of bones, muscles, and feathers. Feathers are connected to bones, and bones are connected to each other through different joints [23]. These feathers are strong enough to maintain lift, yet smooth enough to fold into the attached feathers. Primary flight feathers are distributed on the lateral side and secondary flight feathers on the medial side, with the former mainly at the phalanx and metacarpal bone and the latter at the ulna [24]. Birds have better aerodynamic characteristics when they glide with their wings fully open, and wings fold to reduce wind resistance and have higher maneuverability when diving. Therefore, birds can make active use of bones and muscles to fold their feathers to complete wing expansion and folding according to the environment and requirements, so as to change the shape of their wings and adjust to different flight attitudes to adapt to different environments [25]. C. J. Pennucuick observed pigeons in the wind tunnel in flight condition, recorded the wing profile and wing area of the wings at the optimal glide angle, and found that with the increase in speed, the wing span, wing area, and aspect ratio of pigeons decreased significantly [26].

![Figure 4. Wing structure of birds.](image)

Figure 5 shows a group of aerial photos of pigeons gliding steadily at different speeds. At the lowest speed, about 8.6 m/s, the elbow and wrist joints are fully extended, the flight...
feathers are spread to the maximum area, and the leading edge of the wing is swept slightly forward to the wrist. As speed increases, there is some flexion in the wrist, which leads to increased overlap of the flight feathers and thus a decrease in wing area. As the speed increases further, the elbow also gradually flexes, bringing the wrist closer to the body. At speeds above 20 m/s, the wings sweep so far back that their “leading edge” is parallel to the incoming flow.

Figure 5. Top view of pigeon airfoil in different states.

Because of the complex control of birds’ muscles, bones, and flight feathers, it is difficult to design an aircraft control system if the same control method is adopted. Therefore, we simplify the birds with multiple degrees of freedom as a whole and extract the main bionic features to arrange the wings. The simplified configuration of birds can be described by inner wings B and C with secondary flight feathers and outer wings D and E with primary flight feathers, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Simplified model of bird wing structure.

Among them, inner wing C and B with secondary flight feathers, outer wing E and outer wing D with primary flight feathers are the core features. Inner wings C and B rotate with part A of the body, while outer wings E and D rotate around inner wings C and D, respectively. In addition to rotating joints that mimic joints in bones, the drive mechanism mimics muscles, allowing the wing to perform its corresponding motion functions. Based on the mechanism of bird wing expansion, shape, and bone movement, we designed a new foldable morphing wing structure that can change wing area, wing span, and sweep angle simultaneously.

2.3.2. Bionic Folding Wing Layout Based on Multi-Link Structure

Combined with the four-bar mechanism, we designed the folding structure of the bionic wing by imitating the bird skeleton, and completed the preliminary modeling in ADAMS, as shown in Figure 7. The kinematic chain mainly includes five connecting rods and seven rotating joints, which simulate each revolute joint of birds. Table 1 shows the structure of each rotary joint.
with part A of the body, while outer wings E and D rotate around inner wings C and D, respectively. In addition, inner wings F and G rotate with part B of the body, while outer wings H and I rotate around inner wings J and K, respectively. This scheme allows the structure to simulate the main motion forms of bird wings through the multi-bar mechanism.

The structure is composed of two four-bar structures, as shown in Figure 8. Connecting rod 1 connected to the steering gear is the driving rod of the whole mechanism. Connecting rod 1 and connecting rod 2 are connected by the rotating joint, and connecting rod 2 and inner wing frame are connected by the rotating joint. The other two ends of the inner wing frame are connected, respectively, with the outer wing frame and the fuselage. The inner wing frame, connecting rod 1, connecting rod 2, and fuselage constitute four-bar mechanism 1. The outer wing frame is hinged with connecting rod 3, which is hinged with the fuselage. Connecting rod 3, outer wing frame, inner wing frame, and fuselage constitute four-bar mechanism 2. The inner wing skeleton of four-bar mechanism 2 will drive connecting rod 3 and the outer wing skeleton to move, so the outer wing will also rotate with the inner wing. This scheme realizes the bionic simulation of the main motion forms of bird wings through the multi-bar mechanism.

As shown in Figure 9, we conducted preliminary modeling according to the size of inner and outer wings and found that the structure has a high bionic degree in the expanded and folded state. In the changing process, the wingspan varies a large distance and the structure is reliable. However, specific dimensions and structural details need to be further designed.
Figure 9. Bionic connecting rod folding mechanism. (a) Left wing expansion state; (b) right wing folding state.

3. Folding Wing Structure Design and Validation

The preliminary folding wing structure scheme was determined above based on the bionic concept, but the specific size and details of the structure need to be refined, as well as the dynamic analysis and assessment.

3.1. Establishment of Virtual Prototype Model

ADAMS is used for the motion simulation, as shown in Figure 10. Connecting rod 1 is the active rod. In order to minimize the pressure angle of connecting rod to achieve a better force transmission effect, the length of the inner wing skeleton is set to 12 cm, and the length of connecting rod 1 is set to 3 cm. The dimensions of other parts (the wing ribs are used as bionic feathers here) are shown in Table 2.

![Diagram of Folding Wing Structure](image)

Figure 10. ADAMS simulation model.

Table 2. Design parameters of each component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Design Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A fully extended half wingspan</td>
<td>55 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully folded half wingspan</td>
<td>28 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of inner wing skeleton</td>
<td>12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of outer wing skeleton</td>
<td>33 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chord length</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner wing rotation angle</td>
<td>0°–41.7°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle between inner wing and outer wing</td>
<td>116°–180°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The installation position of the parts is symmetrical along the central axis of the fuselage. We have designed one side of the folding structure, as shown in Figure 11. The folding structure is connected to the fuselage by three rotating joints. The drive lever obtains power from the steering gear and drives the folding wing. The inner and outer wing frames
act as load-bearing beams and form a complete airfoil with reinforcing ribs. Driven rod 2 is designed as an arc to avoid interference with other components.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 11.** Three-dimensional model of folded wing.

As shown in Figure 12, when the inner and outer wing skeletons reach full expansion or full folding, they complete the limit, and the wings complete locking. The wing ribs are mounted on the inner and outer wing skeletons and form a continuous surface with the inner and outer wing skeletons after installation.

![Diagrams](image_url)

**Figure 12.** Assembly details of foldable wing model. (a) Limit details; (b) connection details.

The result of the motion simulation shows that the structure can be unfolded in place and the components will not interfere in the folding process. The state of wing unfolding and folding is shown in Figure 13.

![Diagrams](image_url)

**Figure 13.** Three-dimensional model of folding wing mechanism. (a) Full spread state; (b) Fully folded state.
3.2. Dynamic Simulation Analysis of the Virtual Prototype

During the actual flight, the unsynchronized movement of the wings will cause the center of gravity to change, which will affect the maneuverability and stability of the aircraft. Therefore, the change range of the center of gravity should be small. When the wing moves symmetrically, the transverse center of gravity of the bionic foldable wing is unchanged, but the change in the position of the center of gravity along the direction of the fuselage will affect its longitudinal stability. The center of gravity of the folding mechanism was calculated. The steering gear driving rod rotates at a uniform speed of 30°/s. When the driving rod rotates 90°, the wing is folded or unfolded. As shown in Figure 14, 1.25~4.25 s is the process of the wing from full spread to full retraction, and the variation range of the center of gravity in this process is controlled within 4 cm.

![Figure 14. Change in center of gravity of folding mechanism.](image)

According to the design criteria of the center \( x_0 \) of gravity range, the center of gravity of the whole machine should conform to [27]:

\[
0.282b \leq x_0 \leq 0.348b
\]

(16)

\( b \)—chord of the wing. In this scheme, the chord length is 20 cm, so the range of gravity center of the whole machine is as follows:

\[
x_0 = \frac{m_1 \Delta x_1}{m_1 + m_2} \leq 1.3 \text{ cm}
\]

(17)

\( m_1 \)—wing weight, \( m_2 \)—fuselage and onboard equipment weight.

Therefore, when the weight of the fuselage and airborne equipment is 2.07 times the weight of the wing, the center of gravity meets the design standard. The wing weight is 0.63 kg, and the fuselage is expected to carry more than 5 kg. The proportion of wing weight meets the requirements, and the center of gravity design meets the expected standards.

As shown in Figure 15, the change process of the midpoint coordinate of the wing rib can be regarded as the approximate change in the wingspan. When the steering gear drives the driving rod to rotate at a uniform speed of 30°/s, the change range is 27.5 cm. When both wings move perfectly symmetrically, the maximum wingspan is 54 cm.

In the structural model, rotary joint 1 connects the inner wing skeleton with the fuselage, rotary joint 6 connects the inner wing skeleton with the outer wing skeleton, and rotary joint 4 connects the fuselage with the connecting rod 3. Under a torque drive of 3 N·m, the impact force on rotary joint 1 is shown in Figure 16, the impact force on rotary joint 6 is shown in Figure 17, and the impact force on rotary joint 4 is shown in Figure 18. The wing is in full extension state at moment 0, and the wing is in full retractable state at the end position of 0.28 s. The impact force is less than 50 N, far less than the performance threshold of material failure, meeting the design requirements.
According to the design criteria of the center x0 of gravity range, the flight weight meet \( 0.6 \leq T \leq 3 \) kg. The fuselage is expected to carry more than \( 3 \) kg, far less than the performance threshold of material failure, meeting the design requirements.

(a)

Figure 15. Span change during structural movement.

3.3. Aerodynamic Analysis of Folding Wing UAV

3.3.1. Experimental Environment and Equipment

The aerodynamic loads and the performance test were carried out in the low-speed flowback open wind tunnel, as shown in Figure 17. The aircraft adopts the double vertical tail design, which can avoid affecting the airframe aerodynamics and improve aerodynamic efficiency. Compared with the single vertical tail design, the double vertical tail increases the stability and maneuverability of the aircraft to a certain extent and can improve the heading stability of the aircraft in the flight state with a large angle of attack.

The experimental wind speed was set as 10 m/s, 15 m/s, and 20 m/s, respectively. The experimental angle of attack ranged from \(-8^\circ\) to \(20^\circ\), and the sideslip angle ranged from \(-21^\circ\) to \(21^\circ\). As shown in Figure 18, The UAV model included 4:1 scale models with wings fully expanded, fully folded, and one side expanded and one side folded.

3.3.2. Analysis of Longitudinal Aerodynamic Characteristics

Figure 19 shows the influence of inlet velocity and morphing posture on lift characteristics of a bionic morphing UAV. Under the same morphing attitude, the stall angle of the UAV increases slightly with the increase in incoming flow velocity. Under the same flow velocity, the lift coefficient of the UAV is greatly improved due to the gradual increase in the wing area during the wing morphing process from fully folded to fully expanded. For example, when the inlet flow velocity is 10 m/s, the lift coefficient of the whole aircraft can be increased by at least 30% during the process of full expansion of the morphing wing.

Figure 20 shows the influence of different morphing attitudes on the UAV drag coefficient under three different inlet velocities. The experimental results show that the drag coefficient of the UAV decreases with the increase in inlet velocity under the same morphing attitude. At the same flow velocity, when the morphing wing shrinks from fully expanded to fully folded, the drag coefficient of the UAV decreases due to the decrease in the wing area. The experimental results are consistent with the natural phenomenon of bird flight, birds in the process of gliding, if they encounter strong air, will quickly take the flight posture of folding wings to reduce resistance. Therefore, when flight conditions are met, the morphing wing UAV can properly fold its wings to reduce flight resistance and improve flight efficiency.

Figure 21 shows the influence of different morphing wing attitudes on the UAV pole curves at three different incoming flow speeds. The experimental results show that the UAV with fully expanded wings has a larger maximum lift coefficient \( C_{L_{\max}} \) at the same inflow velocity. At the same incoming flow velocity, in the low lift region, the UAV with fully folded wings has a smaller minimum drag coefficient \( C_{D_{\min}} \), and the minimum drag coefficient \( C_{D_{\min}} \) decreases with the increase in incoming flow velocity.
According to the design criteria of the center of gravity range, the center of gravity meet the design standard. Therefore, when the weight of the whole machine should conform to $\frac{1}{2} \leq w \leq 21\,\text{°}$.

The wing is in full extension state at moment 0, and the wing is in full retractable state at moment 8 s. The impact force is less than 50 N, far less than the performance threshold of material failure, meeting the design requirements.

**Figure 16.** The impact force on the rotary joint. (a) Rotary joint 1; (b) rotary joint 6; (c) rotary joint 4.

**Figure 17.** Low-speed flowback open wind tunnel.
Figure 18. Wind tunnel test models of foldable wing UAV with different attitudes. (a) Wind tunnel test model with wing fully extended; (b) wind tunnel test model of left-wing expansion and right-wing contraction; (c) wind tunnel test model with wing fully folded.

Figure 19. The lift coefficient varies with the angle of attack under different morphing attitude and inlet velocities.

Figure 20. The drag coefficient varies with the angle of attack under different morphing attitude and inlet velocities.
The lift-to-drag ratios of fully unfolded and fully folded wings vary with angle of attack at three different flow velocities. The experimental results show that when the inlet velocity is 10 m/s, the lift-drag ratio of the UAV with fully expanded wings is higher than that of the UAV with fully folded wings. When the inlet flow velocity is 15 m/s, the lift-drag curves of the UAV with two deformable attitudes are basically the same. When the inlet flow velocity is 20 m/s, the UAV with fully folded deformed wings on both sides has better lift-drag performance. According to the analysis, the UAV can flexibly change its flight attitude according to different flight speeds or flight environments, so that the UAV can always keep flying under the optimal lift-to-drag ratio. Therefore, the UAV has good environmental adaptability.

Figure 21. Polar curves of morphing wing UAV under different morphing attitudes and inlet velocities.

Figure 22 shows the influence of deformation attitude on lift and drag characteristics of the UAV at three different flow velocities. The experimental results show that when the inlet velocity is 10 m/s, the lift-drag ratio of the UAV with fully expanded wings is higher than that of the UAV with fully folded wings. When the inlet flow velocity is 15 m/s, the lift-drag curves of the UAV with two deformable attitudes are basically the same. When the inlet flow velocity is 20 m/s, the UAV with fully folded deformed wings on both sides has better lift-drag performance. According to the analysis, the UAV can flexibly change its flight attitude according to different flight speeds or flight environments, so that the UAV can always keep flying under the optimal lift-to-drag ratio. Therefore, the UAV has good environmental adaptability.

Figure 22. The lift-to-drag ratios of fully unfolded and fully folded wings vary with angle of attack at three different inlet velocities.

3.3.3. Lateral Aerodynamic Characteristics

As shown in Figure 23, when the angle of attack $\alpha = 4^\circ$, the rolling moment coefficients of two different wing attitudes vary with the sideslip angle. According to the lateral stability criterion [28], if:

$$C_{l\beta} = \frac{\partial C_l}{\partial \beta} < 0$$
Therefore, the UAV has the ability to resist asymmetric interference. The yaw moment coefficients of two different wing attitudes vary with the sideslip angle. According to the heading stability criterion [28], if:

\[ C_{n\beta} = \frac{\partial C_n}{\partial \beta} > 0 \]

Then, the UAV has static stability of heading.

Then, the UAV has lateral static stability.

where \( C_{l\beta} \) is the derivative of lateral static stability. As shown in Figure 23, a positive sideslip angle corresponds to a negative rolling moment coefficient, and a negative sideslip angle corresponds to a positive rolling moment coefficient, which meets the lateral stability condition. Therefore, when the UAV faces roll disturbance, it can maintain lateral stability.
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Then, ground experiments of the morphing structure, including shrinkage-extension tests of the morphing wing and wing tip droop tests, were carried out to verify the effectiveness of the morphing structure scheme with both the flight test.

4.1. Fabrication and Assembly

In order to increase the bearing capacity, stiffeners were arranged in the main force part of the morphing mechanism. The middle fuselage and tail fuselage were also equipped with strengthening frames and reducing holes, respectively, to provide reliable mechanical properties while minimizing weight. After the assembly of the fuselage, the heat-shrinkable film skin was attached to the outside of the fuselage, which can enhance the overall strength of the fuselage while ensuring the aerodynamic performance of the fuselage. This UAV adopts a double vertical tail. Compared with the single vertical tail, a double vertical tail aircraft has a smaller height, which can reduce the rolling moment of the vertical tail during sideslip, and increase the stability and maneuverability of the aircraft. In addition, it can improve the heading stability of the aircraft under the condition of a high angle of attack.

Wing skins need to be soft, load-carrying, and lightweight. We have considered polyester material, carbon fiber material, PVC material, etc. Finally, a 0.25 mm-thick PVC sheet was selected. Compared with a carbon fiber sheet, a PVC sheet can fit the fin better and has a lighter weight. Compared with polyester materials, PVC plates are not easy to fold and collapse. Moreover, it is difficult to deform under aerodynamic load. On the other hand, PVC material has a smooth appearance, small sliding friction, and will not lose aerodynamic performance.

Ground experiments were carried out to verify the reliability of the movement form and structure of the morphing wing. During the extension and folding of the wings, the mechanism responded quickly and moved smoothly without generating noise. There was no interference between the ribs, and the bionic feathers folded without folding. After several tests, the folded structure and fuselage were not damaged, and the strength met the requirements. The full-spread state of the wing is shown in Figure 25a, and the folding state of the wing is shown in Figure 25b. The ground test performance during folding is shown in Table 3. The error between the test result and the design value was within the acceptable range.

![Figure 25. Wing extension and folding. (a) Full-spread; (b) half-spread; (c) full-folding.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Test Result</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exhibition time</td>
<td>$t &lt; 1\text{ s}$</td>
<td>Have a swift response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error of unfolding angle</td>
<td>$\theta \leq 1.2^\circ$</td>
<td>Within acceptable range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing tip deflection</td>
<td>$\varphi &lt; 0.5^\circ$</td>
<td>Within acceptable range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Flight Test

After the UAV was manufactured and the control components were installed, the flight test was carried out to demonstrate its flight performance. In order to facilitate observation during the test flight, we sprayed blue paint on the prototype for observation. The final prototype is shown in Figure 26.
We launched the prototype with a hand toss, as shown in Figure 27a. After attitude adjustment, the bionic folding UAV flew normally. During takeoff and cruise, the deformable wings remained fully extended. In the maneuver stage, one wing is folded and the other wing is fully expanded by remote control to realize the rolling maneuver of the UAV, as shown in Figure 27b. Figure 28 shows the expansion and folding of the left wing in the air as captured by an airborne camera. The flight process showed that the bionic folding wing mechanism can realize the prototype roll through the differential movement of the wing. The symmetrical distribution of wings enabled the prototype to fly stably.

From the flight test, it can be seen that the bionic morphing wing mechanism can achieve the rolling of the prototype through the asymmetric movement of the wing. The symmetrical distribution of the wings can achieve the stable navigation of the prototype, and in the process of wing expansion, the morphing mechanism has coherent movement and good stability. The bionic foldable morphing wing UAV achieved its expected flight target.
he bionic morphing wing mechanism can really expanded the flight range of the UAV, the tail wing of birds can also move during maneuvering to provide extra lift during the gross weights of the morphing wing structures. Secondly, in the bionic aspects of the UAV, the tail wing of birds can also move during maneuvering to provide extra lift during gliding. It is necessary to strengthen the trim and stability of the tail wing of birds to obtain more efficient flight performance. Finally, the prototype relies on the remote manual control. Lastly, the flight data of the prototype can be used to train the deep learning controller so that the UAV can fly adaptively in different situations by itself.

Author Contributions: X.Z. performed the background research, structural design, and kinematics of birds during cruise and dive. The angle variation range of bones and joints during bird flight was obtained and the scheme of folding wing based on the multi-link mechanism was determined. We designed and fabricated the scale model, completed the wind tunnel experiment, and analyzed the aerodynamic characteristics of the morphing structure. The experimental results showed that the UAV with the new bionic feather-like morphing wing has both transverse static stability and heading static stability with strong wind resistance and transverse disturbance resistance. The UAV with fully expanded wings has a larger maximum lift coefficient and the UAV with fully folded wings has a smaller minimum drag coefficient at the same inflow velocity. Therefore, different morphing attitudes can be used to adapt to different flight conditions. The flight test showed that the foldable wing UAV can flexibly change the flight attitude and achieve the expected flight goal.

In order to acquire more benefits from the bionic folding wing, some improvements still need to be made in the near future. Firstly, more new materials can be used to reduce the gross weights of the morphing wing structures. Secondly, in the bionic aspects of the UAV, the tail wing of birds can also move during maneuvering to provide extra lift during gliding. It is necessary to strengthen the trim and stability of the tail wing of birds to obtain more efficient flight performance. Finally, the prototype relies on the remote manual control. Lastly, the flight data of the prototype can be used to train the deep learning controller so that the UAV can fly adaptively in different situations by itself.
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